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ABSTRACT
This paper examines agent-based systems designed for a variety

of human learning tasks. These are typically split into two areas:

“training”, which generally refers to adult learning of job-related

skills, frequently but not exclusively in military settings; and

“education”, which generally refers to child and adult learning

in academic settings, including primary and secondary schools,

colleges and universities. While the terms may indicate diverse

areas within the field of human learning, from the standpoint of

agent-based systems development, many of the more prominent

issues are held in common; as well, these issues can be generalized

to most interactive agent-based environments. Here, we catego-

rize three major trends in development of agents to assist human

learners: pedagogical agents, peer learning agents and demon-

strating agents. We highlight recent work within each of these

categories, bringing to light common themes and issues.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
I.2.11 [Artificial Intelligence]: Distributed Artificial In-
telligence; K.3.1 [Computers and Education]: Computer
Uses in Education

General Terms
Design, Human Factors, Experimentation

Keywords
learning, training, education, pedagogical agents

1. INTRODUCTION
The primary goal in a human learning environment is for

the learner to advance. Software applications built for this
environment, unlike applications for other environments, are
not designed to simplify or perform a task for the user, but
rather to help the user learn how to accomplish the task her-
self. This goal is strikingly different from typical interactive
systems, where agents are constructed specifically to assist
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users by handling tedious or complicated jobs. Such systems
address tasks such as browsing [33], sorting email and filter-
ing news group messages [13, 17, 29, 30], or finding other
users who share similar interests [4, 15, 28]. By embedding
personalized agents and applying a variety of adaptive tech-
niques, these systems can be thought of as tools designed to
relieve the user’s burden by taking over repetitive or com-
plex duties from an overwhelmed human.

Malone [37, 38] makes an important distinction between
toys and tools when discussing computer games. He defines
toys to be systems that exist for their own sake, with no
external goals; in contrast, tools are systems that exist be-
cause of their external goals. Good tools should be easy
to use, in order to expedite the user’s external goal. Good
games are difficult to play, in order to increase the challenge
provided to the player. Whereas typical interactive systems
are like good tools, systems built for human learning should
of course be easy to use, but primarily should provide chal-
lenges for the human learner. The external goal is for the
user to learn how to perform a given task, so the system
should make the process of learning how to accomplish that
task easy — the process, not the task [64].

Systems designed to aid human learners are typically split
into two categories:

• training, which generally refers to adult learning of
job-related skills, frequently but not exclusively in mil-
itary settings; and

• education, which generally refers to child and adult
learning in academic settings, including primary and
secondary schools, colleges and universities.

While the terms “education” and “training” may indicate
diverse areas within the field of human learning, from the
standpoint of computer systems development, many of the
more prominent issues are held in common. We use the
general term “interactive learning system” (ILS) to include
not only the more specific (and perhaps more familiar) term
“intelligent tutoring system” (ITS), but also to provide a
broader definition encompassing environments that are de-
signed for more exploration on the part of the student than
ITS’s (which are typically more structured and scripted ac-
cording to highly engineered, domain-dependent models).
A typical ILS consists of the following components [39, 63]:
(1) domain knowledge — a representation of the topic that
the student is learning; (2) teaching component — an in-
structional model that is used to guide the student through
the knowledge domain; (3) user interface — the interac-
tion mechanism that lies between the human student and



the computerized system; (4) student knowledge — a “user
model” of the student in relation to the domain knowledge,
indicating how much of and how well the student knows
the domain; (5) system adaptivity — the means by which
the system adapts automatically to the student’s behavior,
backtracking when the student makes mistakes and moving
ahead when the student demonstrates proficiency with por-
tions of the domain; and a (6) control component — the
central part of the system architecture which holds all the
pieces together.

Figure 1a illustrates these components and their relation-
ships to each other. This architecture is quite similar to that
of a typical interactive system for non-learning applications,
as shown in Figure 1b. The student model is replaced by
a user model, and there is no teaching component. In both
cases, different types of agent technology are included at dif-
ferent levels. For example, where interface agents are used in
non-learning applications to help a user navigate a complex
domain, pedagogical agents are implemented in a learning
application to guide users through a problem space. Un-
derstanding and embracing the special characteristics that
learning tasks require of an application is necessary in order
to adapt techniques from non-learning applications to those
designed for education and training. While the focus in this
article is on agent-based environments for human learning,
we also highlight the relevance of issues for any agent-based
interactive application.
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Figure 1: Typical system architectures

There are three main types of agents embedded in human
learning environments. The first are pedagogical agents [23],
personalized assistants that interact directly with a learner
and explicitly guide her through the domain. Referring back
to Figure 1a, pedagogical agents are involved in the teach-
ing component and user interface. Typically they consult
the user model in order to understand the student and pro-
vide feedback that encourages the learner within her ap-
propriate “zone of proximal development” [71]. The sec-
ond type of agents are peer learning agents, the explicit use
of agents as interactive partners in the learning process it-
self [27, 58]. These agents are built into the user interface

and, as with pedagogical agents, have knowledge of the user.
While these agents may have teaching capabilities, they are
typically less engineered for guiding learning overtly than
pedagogical agents. The third type of agents are demon-
strating agents, where the agents themselves are interactive
mediums for learning; for example, interactive agent-based
simulations [54, 73] or educational robotics [19, 65]. These
agents embody the domain knowledge and are removed from
the other components of the learning system. An open area
for future work is the development of systems which combine
this third type of agent with one or both of the others.

Many systems employ an underlying agent architecture
that is not necessarily apparent to the user. Agents can be
implemented as part of any system component, but are par-
ticularly useful for the control component and providing a
means for system adaptivity (e.g., [63, 67]). This is a natural
approach as the use of independent modules that have spe-
cific tasks to perform while being able to interact with other
independent modules fits nicely with the agent paradigm
and with the principles of high cohesion and low coupling in
software engineering. An example is the Dynamic Adaptive
Learning study [67] that uses an agent-based architecture
involving a student agent, evaluation agent, record agent,
learning object agent and modeling agent. In this archi-
tecture, the agents cooperate to determine the appropriate
learning objects to be presented to the student.

This paper focuses on discussing the three primary types
of agents in use by learning systems today. Thus the work is
organized as follows: section 2 describes the use of pedagog-
ical agents; section 3 discusses ways in which agents act as
peers in learning envionments; and section 4 highlights ex-
amples of environments in which students learn about vari-
ous phenomena by interacting with agents that demonstrate
aspects of the phenomena. Section 5 delves into the topic of
testing and evaluation, briefly outlining key components of
assessment in human learning and evaluation of computer-
aided learning systems. Finally, we close by discussing cur-
rent open issues.

2. PEDAGOGICAL AGENTS
Much like a narrator in a movie who provides voice-over to

explain scenes but never actually appears in the film, a ped-
agogical agent will “pop up” when the learner indicates that
she needs help. There are three methods used to determine
when this help is needed: (1) directly, upon request by the
user, for example by clicking a “help” button; (2) indirectly,
by the system monitoring the learner’s performance and au-
tomatically detecting when she seems to need assistance;
and (3) mixed initiative, which relies on a combination of
(1) and (2).

The work of Lucas et al. [35] involves the use of peda-
gogical agents that assist learners when the agent perceives
that the user needs help, based on a model of the learner
and the learning goals of the system. Animated Pedagogical
Agents (APA)s are used to assist students in distance learn-
ing environments. The initial project involves popping up
and providing guidance in the use of a calculator. The APAs
work in conjunction with the initial loader (instantiated by
the FIPA-OS Agent-Loader) and a graphical interface agent
called the CalcAgent for handling the display, input and out-
put to the calculator. Mbalad and Anyouzoa [46] have also
used pedagogical agents to support online distance learning.

Johnson et al. [25] present comprehensive research on



animated pedagogical agents, highlighting issues that are
faced when developing computer-based learning compan-
ions. Questions are addressed such as when to initiate di-
alog, as above, as well as how to include non-verbal com-
munication and how to design for a wide range of client
technologies. Animated agents can mimic human gestures
and emotion-driven expressions, which can help engage stu-
dents more than static avatars. Several agents were devel-
oped and tested, including: Steve (Soar Training Expert for
Virtual Environments), Adele (Agent for Distance Learning,
Light Edition) and Herman the Bug. Steve is embedded in
an immersive three-dimensional environment that includes
sound and was designed for naval training. Adele was built
for use by university students over the internet, using stan-
dard workstation platforms and web technology. Herman
the Bug is a “talkative” agent that gives advice to young
students about plants, while teaching about botany. Ani-
mated agents can provide a number of advantages, such as
navigational guidance, interactive demonstrations, gesturing
for attention and use of other non-verbal communication de-
vices. Empirical results using animated pedagical agents are
positive, with some cautions. For example, there is evidence
that young students may be distracted from the learning
task by the agent’s interface; however, a well-designed agent
can keep students on-task and avoid this pitfall.

More recent work in this realm has focused on interactive
pedagogical drama [41], where animated pedagogical agents
become actors in a pseudo theatrical environment and learn-
ers either become immersed as participants in the drama or
act as observers, like members of an audience. There are
advantages to each approach; the former, active approach,
requires learners to act in the drama which can be chal-
lenging and motivating, while the latter gives learners an
opportunity to participate passively, with time for reflection
and perhaps impartial analysis. Johnson [24] and Marsella
et al. [41] use an interactive pedagogical drama for a system
called “Carmen’s Bright IDEAS” in which an adult human
is guided through scenarios designed to improve problem-
solving skills. Carmen, a character in the drama, is the
mother of a pediatric cancer patient. She has a job and has
another (healthy) child to take care of. When using the sys-
tem, the learner observes Carmen’s thoughts and can choose
actions for her, in sessions with a counselor, discussions with
her child’s doctor, interactions with her boss, and so on. The
pedagogical goal is for the human user of the system to im-
prove her problem-solving skills and gain insight into similar
situations in her own life.

The underlying architecture of Carmen’s Bright IDEAS
has been developed into a generalized framework called Thes-
pian [62, 59] and applied to other domains. The Tactical
Language Training System (TactLang) is a military appli-
cation in which the learner engages in role-playing activities
to acquire knowledge of the language, idiom and customs
of particular geographic regions. One example is a drama
which unfolds in a village cafe in the Middle East and the
learner interacts with characters who are speaking Arabic.
The system architecture integrates PsychSim, a multiagent
system for mental modeling [52], with a story-line and basic
script as well as pedagogical goals and social norms to guide
agent-agent and agent-human interaction. The premise is
that such an architecture will aid in rapid deployment of
interactive pedagogical dramas.

3. PEER LEARNING AGENTS
There are many learning environments where agents in-

teract with human learners as peers. These agents appear
less intrusive than pedagogical agents. Many agent-based
learning systems leverage game technology to provide both
motivation and a situated, simulated training environment
[31]. Human learners engage with agents as opponents or
partners. These agents act more like peers than pedagagical
agents who are more like tutors or instructors. The primary
issues in developing peer learning agents involve (1) devel-
oping believable situated environments in which the human
learner and agent peer interact, and (2) providing believable
agents and a natural mode of interaction.

To address the issue of developing situated environments,
which can become very expensive, many projects take ad-
vantage of a number of free or off-the-shelf game engines.
For example, the TactLang mission environment (mentioned
above) employs a modified version of the game engine Un-
real Tournament, known as Gamebots [1]. Many games in-
clude simulation elements [3] that provide practical expe-
rience and game elements that offer an environment of en-
gagement, discovery and competition [6]. Simulations can be
particularly useful to provide training in several categories
of skill sets: internalising processes, understanding systems,
decision-making, perspective-shifting, team-building and co-
operation [16].

Further, Wilkinson [74] states: “optimal learning occurs
in the simulation of real world, problem-based activities.
This happens in a safe environment where errors are ex-
pected, and failure deepens learning experience”. The no-
tion of a safe environment is particularly critical for the Mis-
sion Rehearsal Exercise (MRE) project [69]. Safety is also a
key consideration in the training simulation being developed
by Richards et al. [55] where agents are created in a game
environment to allow the user to explore various risk scenar-
ios. This project is focused on addressing issues concerning
the agents’ acquisition and reuse of knowledge and the lan-
guage, cognitive and behavioural abilities of the agents to
provide a more believable, engaging and immersive learning
environment.

A number of game engines are available, with various
strengths. Well-known engines include: Torque, Doom, Un-
real Tournament, Aurora, Hammer, Embryo and Quake.
Only some, however, are complete systems of high calibre,
such as Hammer 4 and Doom 3. Simulation games have
also been used in business environments, for example in
teaching administrative skills. Off-the-shelf game simula-
tions such as Doom II have been used in conjunction with
free tools downloaded from the internet to provide cost-
effective military training, for example, where real-world en-
vironments or locations may be unavailable to troops. The
Gamebots project, mentioned earlier, started at the Univer-
sity of Southern California’s Information Sciences Institute
and is a prime example of the use of a game engine for
agent-based training that was created for wider applications
in artificial intelligence research. A good overview and lists
of game engines is provided by Isakovic [21]. A shorter dis-
cussion is provided in Barles et al. [5].

To address the issue of providing believable agents, one
strategy currently being explored by many comes from ex-
amining human characteristics such as emotion and empathy
and extending agents to handle and even emulate such traits.
Selvarajah and Richards [60] have developed an agent-based



emotion architecture to be used for psychological testing of
subjects in a three-dimensional virtual reality Cocktail Party
World. The study compared an avatar and an agent world
to see whether agents reacting to the emotions of the subject
and other agents in their vicinity was more realistic than the
avatar world in which emotions were scripted. It was found
that the agent world more deeply affected the subjects than
the avatar world.

Similarly, van den Broek [70] developed empathic agents
that mimic human empathy in a study concerning stress lev-
els in individuals, where stress was detected through analy-
sis of human voice recordings. In both of these studies, the
goal was not to use agents to teach the subjects, like peda-
gogical agents would, but rather to add human abilities to
the agent software so that the results would be more soci-
ologically valid, a key concern and common shortcoming of
laboratory style testing with humans. Also related to better
understanding humans is the work of Sehaba and Estrailier
[58], who use an agent approach to help rehabilitate chil-
dren with autism. A multiagent system is used to model
the knowledge of the therapists, the child’s profile and the
dynamics of the interaction.

A key difference between agent systems for human learn-
ing and other agent systems is the need for human communi-
cation languages as well as agent communication languages
(ACL). In general, it is unrealistic to expect a human to
communicate with a software agent using a FIPA-compliant
ACL. The burden is on the system developer to create a
communication channel that bridges the human-agent gap.
It is common to use a personal agent to bridge this gap. Laz-
zari et al. [32] use personal agents in their Remote Assistant
for Programmers (RAP) system to allow human users to
interact with other humans and other parts of the system,
which are represented by other types of agents. Personal
agents are created for each online and offline user. Personal
agents handle a range of tasks such as selecting answer types,
submitting queries, finding answers, finding experts, receiv-
ing expert ratings, selecting experts, receiving answers and
rating answers. Some of these tasks are performed in con-
junction with other agents in the system. As in the case
of RAP, personal agents are tailored to the particular hu-
man user based on a user profile, stereotype or model and
often require a high degree of sophistication. This is clearly
true in the case of the User Observation Agent (UOA) used
in the studies of the behaviour of autistic children by Se-
haba and Estrailier [58]. This agent takes input from a
software/hardware system known as FaceLab to capture fea-
tures of the face and the orientation of the gaze. In addition,
the UOA takes into account actions with the mouse, touch
screen and keyboard.

In a similar vein, Kim [27] uses agents as learning com-
panions. The idea is motivated by the pedagogical strategy
of providing a learner with peer support. This work reveals
that the competency of the learner has a large impact on
the nature of the interaction with agents as learning com-
panions, referred to as PALs. Strong students, identified by
their GPA1, preferred for the PALs to take a leading role
and expected to be given correct advice. Weak students
preferred to control the PAL and asked for assistance only
when they wanted it and were happy with some wrong an-
swers, as they found that a PAL that was always correct was

1Grade point average

intimidating. These interesting findings emphasize the var-
ied influence of agents for human-based learning. Not only
will differences in settings and interfaces affect learners, but
also the personalities of the learners themselves will be a
factor. Refer to section 5 for discussion of issues relating to
assessment of agent-based learning systems.

4. DEMONSTRATING AGENTS
The notion of agency is useful for teaching and demon-

strating a wide range of phenomena in the world. From
introductory programming concepts [7] to dynamic systems
[73], innovative researchers and teachers have developed vir-
tual and embodied agents that interact with students of
all ages. These environments take advantage of the pop-
ular and proven constructionist [49] pedagogical paradigm,
motivating students and helping them to learn by doing.
Here we highlight two complementary directions within this
paradigm that concentrate on the use of agency to provide
meaningful learning experiences: multiagent simulation and
educational robotics.

Multiagent simulation allows students to program agents
using simple commands and view graphically, and instantly,
the effect of their code. This not only teaches students about
programming concepts, but also provides powerful lessons in
modeling. Students observe the world, invent rules about it,
program them and analyse how well their rules represent the
phenomena in the world they are attempting to model. Sen-
gupta and Wilensky [61] use the NetLogo [48] agent simula-
tion package to assist physics students to better understand
the field of electromagnetics at the micro level. By model-
ing concepts such as electrons and atoms as agents, students
are able to discover for themselves the emergent phenomena
and learn to predict the behaviours in a way that produces
deeper learning and understanding. The NetLogo Investi-
gations in Electromagnetics (NIELS) studies demonstrate
how learning in the domain can be broken down: “thinking
in levels using multi-agent based models allows the students
to establish concrete relationships between submicroscopic
objects (e.g., electrons) which are shrouded in mathematical
equations in traditional Physics instruction.”

Blikstein and Wilensky [8] also employed the NetLogo en-
vironment, but this time to understand the difficult con-
cepts involved in Materials Science. The MaterialSim sys-
tem is a modeling-for-understanding framework that uses
multiagent modeling languages where each agent is a ba-
sic computational construct with simple rules which control
their behaviour and from which more complex higher level
behaviours emerge. The study included classroom obser-
vations, pre/post interviews and data analysis of the usage
session.

The simulation system Swarm [14, 68], based on the sim-
ple notion of ants in a nest gathering sugar, has been used
to model, test and refine complex economic and language
theories. Examples of other multiagent simulation environ-
ments include AgentSheets [2, 54] and RePast [53]. While
the nature and architecture of environmental agents differs
significantly from that of pedagogical agents, the use of mod-
eling and simulation as a learning medium is shared by other
applications. Examples are the training for risk situations
project [55], MRE [69] and related projects.

Educational robotics refers to the use of robots in class-
rooms to teach a wide variety of topics, not necessarily
robotics in particular. With the advent of the LEGO Mind-



storms Robotics Invention Kit [47] in the late 1990’s, to-
day robots are being used all over the world to engage stu-
dents from early primary through undergraduate classrooms
[7, 65]. While some courses focus more on the hardware
and engineering design aspects of robotics [42, 43], others
concentrate on control mechanisms, agency, behavior-based
paradigms and multiagent systems [44, 50, 76]. Many in-
clude some type of contest in the course to help motivate
students as well as take advantage of fully tested and read-
ily available environments, such as Botball [9] and RoboCup
[56, 65]. A broad range of experience reports have been pub-
lished detaling lessons learned using robotics with younger
students, in primary and secondary school classrooms and
after-school programs [19].

As well as hands-on, hardware-based approaches, a num-
ber of simulators have been developed recently to give stu-
dents who do not have access to robot hardware an opportu-
nity to explore the concepts behind controlling robots or to
speed up development by providing a rapid-prototyping en-
vironment where debugging can occur more quickly than on
real robots. Chu et al. [12] have developed an agent-based
simulation environment for children, designed to be used in
conjunction with the popular RoboLab [57] graphical pro-
gramming interface and LEGO Mindstorms robot. The mo-
tivation is to give students an opportunity to learn about
agent-based programming by using RoboLab in a “safe and
friendly” place – they can “try out” programs in the simula-
tor before loading them onto the robot platform and before
being faced with real-world, physical constraints and issues
such as noise.

When dealing with varying robotic platforms, even with
a relatively simple one like the LEGO Mindstorms, it is ef-
fective for students to be able to classify and specify behav-
ior patterns for their robots. Behavior patterns can range
from basic behaviors, such as “move forward for 4 seconds”,
to complex behaviors such as “open a gate”. Due to the
complexity of defining and implementing robot behaviors,
many control architectures are designed to build complex
behaviors out of simple, low-level commands [45]. Another
approach by Goldman [18] provides a custom behavior-based
interface to RoboLab and an XML-based translator for down-
loading on to the Sony AIBO robot.

5. TESTING AND EVALUATION
One of the more prominent issues that separates human

learning systems from other agent-based and interactive sys-
tem development is the aspect of testing and evaluation. It
is expected that not only the software learning environment
be fully debugged and tested, but also, particularly amongst
education researchers, the system must be evaluated with
respect to its effectiveness as a learning environment. This
section provides a brief description of evaluation in this con-
text.

While there is no fixed standard for evaluating the effec-
tiveness of interactive learning systems, there are two gen-
erally accepted categories of assessment [34, 40]:

• formative assessment tests the design and behavior of
a system in-progress, generally performed by computer
scientists, system designers and builders; and

• summative assessment evaluates the effectiveness of a
completed system, generally performed by educators
and/or psychologists.

Researchers begin by identifying what is being evaluated.
Design and performance aspects need to be examined dif-
ferently. The nature of the testing will vary depending on
whether the goal is to assess the theoretical basis underlying
the system or the software components themselves.

Each of a learning system’s components (see Figure 1a)
can be evaluated individually. Domain knowledge should be
checked for accuracy and coverage. The teaching component
can be evaluated for the range of instructional method(s) of-
fered, its level of adaptability and the degree to which its
instruction is based on proven educational and psychological
methods. The user interface can be examined by comparing
multiple user interfaces for the same underlying engine and
looking, in particular, for improvement in student learning.
System adaptivity can be compared using interactions at dif-
ferent skill levels. The control component can be evaluated
using various system performance measures, such as speed.
Finally, and probably the most important, improvement in
student knowledge (i.e., learning) can be measured using
the same criteria in a computer-based environment that are
employed within standard educational and/or psychological
testing. These include: (1) validity — does the test show
evidence that it measures what it says it measures? (2) re-
liability — are multiple results for the same subject consis-
tent? (3) objectivity — is the test administered and scored
the same way for every participant? (4) standardisation —
can results be translated into a meaningful representation
of student performance?

The techniques for performing assessments vary depend-
ing on which component is being evaluated, where in the
system development cycle the evaluation is being performed
and who is performing the evaluation. Similar to typical
HCI lifecycle models, such as the star life cycle [51] that
involves evaluation after each step, evaluation of learning
systems typically follows an iterative cycle. Beginning with
system development and extending through to experimen-
tal research, steps may be revisited at any time during the
formative phases of system development. Once summative
assessment begins, in the experimental research phase, the
system cannot change; otherwise, the summative results will
be invalid. Pilot testing often occurs late during forma-
tive assessment, bridging the gap to summative assessment.
There are three methods of pilot testing: (1) one-to-one,
which is performed early in the development cycle, with one
student, instructor, trainer or researcher providing feedback;
(2) small-group, which is performed later in the development
cycle, with a small group of students, instructors or trainers
providing feedback; and (3) field, which is performed near
the end of development, emulating experimental conditions
with teachers or trainers and students in a “live” (i.e., class-
room) setting.

Other techniques are more pertinent during summative
assessment. In criterion-based evaluation, a general list of
guidelines is developed and systems are evaluated based on
their adherence to these guidelines, for example, program
construction, behavior and characteristics. While develop-
ing relevant criteria is not an easy task, this method may
prove useful in formative assessment and in comparing dif-
ferent systems. With expert knowledge and behavior assess-
ment, system performance is compared to that of a human
expert performing the same task. Software systems may be
subjected to a standard certification process, through care-
ful examination by qualified human experts. In sensitivity



analysis, the responsiveness of a system is tested on a variety
of different user behaviors. This may be particularly useful
for evaluating system adaptivity. After system development
and pilot testing are complete, experimental research can
begin. The conditions should be the same as those during
the field testing phase.

Two mechanisms for collecting evaluation data are com-
mon:

• quantitative, in which numerical data is analysed, fre-
quently by comparing scores on pre- and post-tests and
surveys, to measure changes in student performance
and attitudes; and

• qualitative, in which interviews and surveys are con-
ducted and observations are made.

Mixed methods research [22] combines the two, but typically,
at least in the education arena, researchers tend to adhere
to the methods of one category or the other. Quantitative
methods rely on standards type testing, with multiple choice
style questioning and Likert scale surveys. System logs are
also examined. Qualitative, or “open”, methods encompass
data taken in both written and oral forms, as part of in-
terviews, questionaires and open surveys containing short-
answer questions (rather than multiple choice). Transcripts
are “coded” and analysed based on measures such as fre-
quency of broad term usage, often borrowing techniques
from natural language processing in order to compute se-
mantic similarity between answers.

Reviewing the literature describing agent-based systems
issues, written from an agents research perspective (as op-
posed to an education research perspective), the primary
type of evaluation is formative assessment, particularly test-
ing the accuracy and functionality of system design and early
pilot testing. Within the sampling of literature referenced
earlier in this article, a wide range of test environments have
been used, including formal primary, secondary and under-
graduate classrooms, research laboratories, industrial work-
places, military bases and distance learning (or “e-learning”)
settings. As well, there are broad differences in the maturity
of systems presented. Some have completed only the de-
sign phase while others have been fully implemented. Many
have undergone some aspects of formative testing, including
architecture and system design reviews, and user interface
studies. Few have reached the summative testing phases,
but some have conducted focus groups and pilot studies.

Many systems which are designed do not get past the
prototype phase for various reasons. Firstly, gaining access
to human subjects, particularly minors, may be difficult.
Hurdles can include: availability of representative popula-
tion; costs for setup and recruitment and human ethics re-
quirements. One of the more serious issues is that learning
systems take so long to develop, by the time they are op-
erational, the customer does not need or want them any
more. This is frequently due to the large costs (in time and
money) associated with building a teaching component into
a system, which adds to the typically unwieldy costs of de-
veloping software on time and within budget [10]. Nonethe-
less, just as one would expect user evaluation to be found in
research publications concerning user interfaces, there is a
higher expectation in the work reported on agent-based hu-
man learning systems that an evaluation with real users will
be conducted, will be well designed and analysed carefully.

6. DISCUSSION
The types of research, application development and stud-

ies being performed using agent technology for human learn-
ing are varied. In some cases, the central theme of the
project is to explore and extend current agent technologies
and capabilities. In other cases, agent theory is not being
developed but rather is being applied and the research fo-
cuses on the application.

Differences in learners’ ages and genders must be consid-
ered when designing agents that will interact as pedagogical
tutors or peer learners. While most learning systems using
games are focused on making the learning more palatable
for children, the motivation of Richards et al. [55] is quite
different and in keeping with Kearsley [26] who has found
that “instruction for adults needs to focus more on the pro-
cess and less on the content being taught. Strategies such
as case studies, role-playing, simulations and self-evaluation
are most useful. Instructors adopt a role of facilitator or re-
source rather than lecturer or grader.” Using these virtual
environment technologies in conjunction with agent compo-
nents allows production of less expensive and more accessi-
ble systems that offer increased control of the environment
together with increased relevance to the real world.

Many studies have highlighted differences in the way fe-
males and males approach, interact with and think about
technology. Inkpen [20] found gender differences in the way
children approach game environments. Girls tended to per-
form better when another person was also playing on the
same machine, but boys performed better when the other
player was on a different machine. Girls were found to have
less physical contact with their human partner or the mouse
compared to boys. Brunner et al. [11] showed that females
tend to view technology as a tool used to facilitate human
interaction, whereas males tend to view technology as an ob-
ject that can be used to extend their abilities and/or power.
These gender-based attitudinal differences will effect a stu-
dent’s experience with a learning environment; as well, these
issues generalize to any interactive agent-based system.

A more philosophical question addresses the intersection
of agent-based technologies and interactive learning systems.
What does each do for the other? Agent-based systems,
since the infant stages of the field [36, 75], have been highly
focused on finding effective, modular means to intelligently
interact with human users in a personalized, but not annoy-
ing way (go away, Mr Clippy). The notion of an automated
assistant is quite natural in a learning or tutoring environ-
ment. The difficulty comes in building generalizable systems
because effective tutoring, by both humans and agents, in-
volves deep understanding of the knowledge domain being
taught. Knowledge engineering, identifying and fixing com-
mon bugs in students’ learning paths and constructing tu-
toring agents that reflect the experience of a master teacher
is a daunting endeavor, shadowed by the desire to avoid re-
peating the mistakes of expert systems. Agents have been
shown to learn to adapt in dynamic environments, such as
robotic soccer [66] and electronic markets [72]. If we view
the human learner as an agent’s changing environment, per-
haps tomorrow’s solutions will include agents that can learn
to teach.
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